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THE THONG,  FOR BEGINNERS:
PORTALOO RECOVERS FROM A

STRANGE START.

is true that the trail began with
 a loop and a half loop so
combined that no one knew
whether they were coming or
going. Flour in all directions,
checks, solutions, and counter
solutions: weird, Mr Jakes!
As I said at the Circle, this is an
adult hash, and they should be
able to do their own thinking.
Thinking, Mr Heads! Hashers
thinking! Where have you
been all these years? They are,
I agree, very grateful to the
intellectual of the hash, Low
Profile, who worked out that all
but such latecomers as
Atalanta were running the trail
the wrong way round......
All right, it was a touch
shambolic until Thong Bird and
I learned how to fit our parts
together. But thereafter, eh,
what a trail!
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Hmmm, Mr Khazi, that is one
 way of putting it. I heard it said
that the blobs were often few
and far between, and that at the
end Thong Bird ruled the
residents of an estate should
not be upset by flour, so you
simply did not lay any....
Quite right. We had said “On
In”, and who needs flour after
that, even in a housing estate?
Yeees... tell me, Mr Toilet, did
you HAVE  to take them all the
way to Headley church? And
why did you not lay your trail
through Nower Wood, having
dragged them all that way?
Ecology, dear boy. The
bluebells are not out yet, and
who wants hairy-arsed hashers
trampling over the flowers? The
hare for May 8th can take them
back to Nower Wood.
Is there a hare for May 8th?

The cub reporter who gave an
interview to Portaloo after his
Epsom Downs trail has got
more experience, but perhaps
not more tact.....
Mr Dunny, could you explain
the mathematics of a thong?
Why, yes, I am top-hole at
topology. A thong consists of
one complete and one half
loop, cunningly conjoined, a
bit like a Möbius strip.
Well, I expect the hash can
see how a strip is relevant to a
thong. But what should they
be looking for on a thong
trail?
The bush.
The bush? They certainly
found plenty of bushes, and it

There had better be.... How
come the hare razors have to
cajole people into laying trails?
The hash should be queueing
up for the privilege. Pathetic!
I suppose, Mr Bog, that they all
get such pleasure out of trails
like yours that they don’t want
to miss any fun by laying one
themselves..
Thank you!
Oh dear. I was trying to use
irony..... It was noticed that at
various times all the front
runners were in white shirts,
though this remark miffed
Stilton, who was in bilious lime
green. He got separated from
most of the front runners when
Dormouse and Atalanta led
them down yet another steep
hill, with a check at the foot.

They chose to check forward,
and indeed found flour in the
end by running parallel to the
pack, Stilton-led, who had
solved it as a back-check. But
despite previous interdicts most
of the hash know Box Hill well,
and all could work out how to
get home, even if none had been
able to work out your false start.
White! Yes, white-livered.
Those front runners SHOULD
have checked back up the hill!
Should, Mr Shithouse? Are
there now to be ethical rules for
hashing? Independent of what
the RA requires?
The RA. What RA? When did
anyone last see Tosser? As GM
Atalanta made a good fist of the
Circle; the stand-in RA called in
Cool Box for being an unwilling

front runner, Moonwalker for
trying to drop Atalanta into
trouble, Grab-Arse for acting
like Popeye and running a trail
of his own making, Lord
Rayleigh for first short-cutting
and then bravely rejoining the
pack..... and then Icepyck made
his appeal for May 8th. So that
all had a lovely time, despite
your insinuations to the
contrary, young man!
Well, yes, the weather was
good, and everyone got into
the car park, despite the vast
numbers of motor-bikes.... But
who resolved the pressing
problem of cash-flow? All the
signatories to cheques are off
swanning round the Cape,
while the Kingswood Club
clamours for cash!
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1567 24-Apr Stilton/Made Marion Kingswood AGM

1568 1-May J.Arthur

1569 8-May HELP!!!

1570 15-May Tosser

1571 22-May First-On/Low Profile The 30th!!

5-JUNE HAVANT BIKE RIDE, AT 8.30 AM!

Run 1566

Date 17 - Apr - 2005

Hare The Boundah (!) Joint
run with Old Coulsdon

Venue Ranmore Common

On On The Pilgrim

SSA

OS (187) 124 504 - I hope...Directions:

DROWNING BY NUMBERS
Telephone conversation: "Hello?"
"Hi sweetheart, this is Daddy. Is Mummy near the
phone?"
"No Daddy. She's upstairs in the bedroom with Uncle
Frank."
After a brief pause, Daddy says, "But sweetheart, you
haven't got an Uncle Frank."
"Oh yes I do, and he's upstairs in the room with Mummy,
right now."
"Uh, OK then, ...this is what I want you to do. Put the
phone down on the table, run upstairs and knock on
the bedroom door, and shout to Mummy that Daddy's
car has just pulled into the drive."
"OK Daddy, just a minute."
A few minutes later the little girl comes back to the

In Dorking (on the A25) take the Ranmore Road, then
Ranmore Common Road, and turn right into Stonyrock
Lane. The car park is 200 yards on the left. This car park can
also be reached from the A24 - turn west sp A25 Guildford,
but then carry on west instead of turning south.
The pub is next to Dorking West railway station.

phone.
"I did it, Daddy."
"And what happened, sweetheart?" he asked.
"Well, Mummy got all scared, jumped out of bed with
no clothes on, and ran around screaming. Then she
tripped over the rug, hit her head on the dresser and
now she isn't moving at all!"
"Oh my God!!! What about your Uncle Frank?"
"He jumped out of the bed with no clothes on too. He
was all scared and he jumped out of the back window
and into the swimming pool. But I guess he didn't know
that you took out the water last week to clean it. He
hit the bottom of the pool and I think he's dead".

There is a long pause.

“Swimming pool???        Is this 01932 856678?”

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor: Dr.Death  peterf@jardine-logistics.co.uk
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